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Foreplay is a sexual health and wellness brand. It’s black owned by an amazing woman, Cayla Soto.  
Foreplay has an assortment of sexual adult novelty products. Along with the toys, you’re able to Book 
for sexual education, bachelorette parties and passion parties. Not to mention, they are also very 
affordable.  
 
Goals: 

❖ Increase sales by 10% 
❖ Add mobile app 
❖ Issue 20% off coupon for consumers who download the app and register an account. 
❖ Create plan to add VR to education events and bachelorette parties. 

 
Value statement 
 
No matter if you’re looking for something for him, items for her, or even enhancements for couples, 
know that you have come to the right place. With a category for each style of play, you are sure to find 
something for any player in your life. (Foreplay,2021) 
 
S.W.O.T. 

Strengths 
❖ Networking 
❖  Customer service  
❖ Shipping or pick up time 
❖ Engagement  
❖ Support  

Weaknesses 
❖ Length of time open 
❖ Post purchase behavior 
❖ Retention rate 
❖ Abandonment rate 

Opportunities 
❖ Brand awareness  
❖ Strategic business growth 
❖ Online profile  

Threats 
❖ Spencer’s 
❖ Adam & Eve 
❖ Sunset Novelty  

https://foreplayforplayers.com/


 
Assumption 
The assumptions about Foreplay is low revenues and/or profits, and are more likely to close. Being 
Foreplay is a small black owner business it’s ideal people would assume that. The nature of the business 
also would make it hard to believe is doing well. Consumers assume that people don’t shop adult 
novelty products often but in realty it’s quite common. 
 
Mobile app wireframe 

 
 



 
 
UI/UX Analysis 
 

UI & UX help build Foreplay’s consumer experience. They can help understand our target 
audience in their preference. Once we fully understand what our consumers need you can give 
them the best experience. 
 
AI and mobile automation 

Al could help bring customers to the website. Al is able to predict customers behaviors so, 
based off customers behaviors they can show products that my micro business has. 

VR/AR and wearable technologies 

Foreplay is an 18+ website but to keep VR appropriate and safe, VR can be used to show the 
size of products and how they look. This is also known as VR Fashion, VR Health or VR shopping. 
Based off my mobile app, a wearable device like an Apple Watch. The Apple Watch can help 



consumers shop and check out quickly with Apple Pay. The Apple Watch and other wearable 
devices can also receive notifications about deals and recent added products. 

Emerging technologies 

Contactless payment systems are quickly making their ways into stores. Foreplay 

should add contactless payments. This could help save time and make a better 

customer experience. Due to COVID, people do not want to be in contact with each 

other. Going to the Walmart is now 1+ hour trips. Contact payment systems can 

help cut down the check out time and help customers feel slightly at ease. The POS 

systems most stores have are touch required. Germs can travel from person to 

person. With COVID -19 going on contactless payment systems are the way to go. 

Visa is one resource used for contactless payments. They can get your systems with 

additional offered training. Pick up orders will become a better experience. 
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